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Glass Eye 2000 support’s you to design virtually any window you can imagine. It supports your
design work with a set of custom tools that make drawing, alignments, symmetry, measurement,
and resizing easy. Let the software apply piece numbers or color codes to your design, then print.

You can even calculate your materials usage. Glass Eye 2000 is available in a rainbow of colors. Can
now be set as both a reflection and refraction diffuser with a multi-stop film-type light diffuser

control. Comfortable to hold and lightweight, glass eye 2000 is great for accent, decorative, and
privacy uses. The glass eye 2000 and glass eye 2000 eee are the leading products for commercial

and residential glass insulator design. It comes with a set of custom tools that make drawing,
alignments, symmetry, measurement, and resizing easy. A new feature in glass eye 2000 is you can
calculate your materials usage. Is a modification that keeps the fill hole in the center of the glass eye
2000. The filling slot in the middle of your design would help you to determine how much glass you
will need to purchase. The design and fit should be printed a few millimeters away from the hole to

give it an uninterrupted space for air flow. The placement of the hole center line should be printed as
a 0.35 (3/16”) line. Glass eye 2000 comes with a set of custom tools that make drawing, alignments,
symmetry, measurement, and resizing easy. You can design virtually any window you can imagine,

and let the software apply piece numbers or color codes. You can even calculate your materials
usage.
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